Rachels Awakening Part I Shower Head

Rachel has lived beneath her husbands
shadow long enough. Finally free, she
begins a journey of sexual awakening with
her friend Sandy, exploring the limits of
her sexuality. An innocent trip to the local
gymnasium soon evolves into a steamy
sexual adventure, and Rachel is all too
willing to succumb to the guiding hands of
Sandy and the hot instructor James.
Extract: Sandy opened the door and
grabbed my hand. Dont be silly well share
come on. I glanced around the shower
room, it was empty but for us. Oh, who
bloody cares anyway? Sandy turned on the
shower, it squirted an initial cold jet of
water and we both squealed like silly girls
before sniggering and giggling behind our
hands. Sssshh people will wonder what
were doing, I said. Oh fuck them. We
hung our towels on the little metal peg and
stood under the warming jet of water. We
should have, or more pertinently, I should
have been embarrassed at the nearness of
our nakedness, but wasnt, not at all. Soap
time, I said, moving from beneath the
shower. There was a plastic bottle with a
little plunger on the wall free soap! I
suppose you must get something for the
hefty membership. It smelt pleasant enough
and I squeezed out a good palm-full. I
began to feel liberated, bohemian even, as I
stood in front of my best friend and began
to lather my body. It felt good. I turned
away from Sandy as I soaped my breasts
and dabbed weakly at my pussy, I was not
yet that uninhibited. For crying out loud,
Sandy said. I cant say what I felt at that
moment, whether it was shock, or
excitement, or maybe a subtle blend of the
two. Anyway, I didnt speak, or resist, as I
felt the touch of Sandys nipples at my back
and the wetness of her hand as it slipped
over the slick soapy surface of my tummy
and below to my smooth hairless mound. I
must have seemed about to speak or cry
out, or breathe sharply because Sandys
voice came suddenly soft and close to my
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ear. Hush baby relax with me. Warning:
This erotic short includes explicit scenes
that include oral, anal, and menage sex. It
is for adults only.
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